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ABSTRACT
The Hydrogeologic-Unit Flow (HUF) Package is an internal flow package for MODFLOW-2000 that allows the vertical geometry of the system hydrogeology to be defined differently than the definition of model layers. Effective hydraulic properties for the model layers are calculated using the hydraulic properties of the hydrogeologic units. The HUF Package can be used instead of the Block-Centered Flow (BCF) or the Layer Property Flow (LPF) Packages.
This report documents three additions to the HUF Package.
Alternative specification of storage properties for the uppermost active cells.
Simulating the water table in a ground-water model as a free surface can be problematic because of nonlinearities that cause solver instabilities. These instabilities can be tempered in many situations by making the top of the system confined and assigning the storage coefficient to equal the specific yield. In the Hydrogeologic-Unit Flow Package, however, this can be difficult because storage properties are assigned using hydrogeologic units, not model layers. A new parameter type called SYTP addresses this difficulty by assigning an alternative storage property to the uppermost active model cells.
Calculation of flows in hydrogeologic units. The HUF Package was modified to calculate flows in hydrogeologic units. With these modifications hydrogeologic-unit water budgets can be computed and hydrogeologic units are accounted for when tracking particles with the Advective-Transport Observation (ADV) Package (Anderman and Hill, 2001 ).
Hydraulic-Conductivity Depth-Dependence (KDEP) Capability. The HUF package also was modified to allow the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of hydrogeologic units to vary with depth using an exponential decay function. The vertical hydraulic conductivity changes The three additions presented in this work substantially enhance the functionality of the HUF Package. These additions include a storage alternative for the upper most active model cells, a utility to compute flow through hydrogeologic units, and the hydraulic conductivity depth-dependence capability.
INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this report is to document three new additions to the HUF Package: (1) alternative storage for the uppermost active cell, (2) calculation of flows in hydrogeologic units, and (3) the hydraulic-conductivity depth-dependence (KDEP) capability. The following sections describe the new capabilities in detail. The modified HUF Package input file is presented in Appendix A. Input instructions, model output, and program modifications for the hydraulic conductivity depth-dependence capability are presented in Appendix B.
ALTERNATE STORAGE SPECIFICATION FOR THE UPPERMOST ACTIVE MODEL CELLS (SYTP)
Simulating the water table in a ground-water model as a free surface can be problematic.
The problem occurs partly because the water- Hill (1998, p. 31) and Hill and others (2000, p. 25) . This method is very useful during model calibration when in early runs simulated hydraulic heads may be greatly in error.
The difficulty in using this method with the HUF Package is that it is not always clear what hydrogeologic units intersect the approximate water table used to define the top of the system. In this section a new parameter type called SYTP is introduced to address this difficulty. When one or more SYTP parameters are defined and all model layers are confined, the top active cell in each row, column location is assigned a specific yield using the SYTP parameters.
Modified Input Instructions
Storage-alternative parameters are defined using repetitions of Items 10 and 11, called parameter clusters, in the HUF Package. Parameter clusters for storage-alternative parameters work the same as for other parameter types with the exception that only one parameter cluster is needed for each parameter (that is, in item 10 NCLU = 1 and there needs to be only one Item 11).
Both the second variable for item 10 (PARTYP) and the first variable for the corresponding item 11 (HGUNAM) need to be set to "SYTP". The modified HUF Package input file listed in Appendix A includes these changes.
Program Changes
Support for storage-alternative parameters is implemented in both the Ground-Water Flow Process and the Sensitivity Process, as described in the following sections. Even when listed, the SYTP parameter type is only used when all layers are confined. If any model layer is convertible, the SYTP parameters are ignored.
Ground-Water Flow Process
The storage-alternative parameter is used to replace the primary storage capacity (internally the SC1 variable) for the uppermost active cell for each row, column location. The new value specified using the storage-alternative parameter is:
where is the primary storage capacity (Anderman and Hill, 2000, p. 9) ,
k is the uppermost model layer with an active cell at row i and column j (MODFLOW layers are numbered 1 at the top and the numbers increase with depth, so often k will equal 1 in this situation), the grid width of column j, No multiplication by layer thickness occurs, as is required when specific storage is specified.
Thus, the set of p storage-alternative parameters defines specific yield. The storage-alternative parameter allows the use of multiplication and zone arrays and additive parameters to define spatial variations of the alternate storage factor. Support for storage-alternative parameters required modifications to the GWF1HUF2RPGD, GWF1HUF2PARRP, and GWF1HUF2SP subroutines. In addition, a new subroutine GWF1HUF2SYTP is called from the GWF1HUF2SP subroutine.
Sensitivity Process
The Sensitivity Process solves for sensitivity-equation sensitivities, as described by Hill and others (2000, p. 68-69) . The equation solved for transient systems is (Hill and others, 2000, p. 68, eq. 22):
where, m is the time step, 
This sensitivity is calculated in the SEN1HUF2FM subroutine.
Simulation Example
The storage-alternative parameter is demonstrated using a synthetic problem derived from test case 2 of Hill and others (2000) Hill (1998, p. 38) , the fact that these values span a range of more than two orders of magnitude indicates that estimating all the parameter values by regression may be problematic. The range is just slightly larger than three orders of magnitude. An attempt to estimate all 12 parameters using regression was accomplished successfully using the initial values in table 1. The success of the regression constitutes a test of the sensitivities calculated for the storage-alternative parameter type and indicates that they are calculated correctly. 1.2x10 
FLOWS IN HYDROGEOLOGIC UNITS
The HUF Package was modified to compute flows that occur through hydrogeologic units using MODFLOW-calculated flows through model layers. This means water budgets for hydrogeologic units can be calculated. In addition, the hydrogeologic-unit definition can be used to improve the calculation of transport through the model grid. 
Modified Input Instructions
Using the Output
The output from this capability is compatible with existing versions of the ZONEBUDGET program (Harbaugh, 1990) . The HUF Package only calculates intercell and constant-head flows interpolated to hydrogeologic units; the other packages calculate flows based on model layers. In order to avoid confusion, it is suggested that the HUF interpolated flows be written to one binary output file and flows for the other package files be written to one or more separate binary files.
Calculation of Flows in Hydrogeologic Units
Horizontal cell-face flows within a hydrogeologic unit are calculated by adding contributions from the model layers that contain the hydrogeologic unit. For each model layer, the flow is calculated using the horizontal conductance attributable to the hydrogeologic unit, and the head gradient within the model layer. These are obtained as described in the following sections.
A basic principle is that the flows calculated for the hydrogeologic unit within a model layer need to sum to the flow calculated by MODFLOW for the model layer. This ensures that the hydrogeologic-unit water budget balances the finite-difference cell water-budget computed by MODFLOW.
Conductances
The conductances attributable to the hydrogeologic units within a model layer are additive. That is, they add to the conductance used for the model layer.
The equivalent conductance for the material of hydrogeologic unit g between cell centers in column j and j+1 in figure 4 is calculated as: If a unit g pinches out so that it is only present in one of the cells, the conductance is calculated using a thickness equivalent to the thickness of unit g in the adjacent cell. This situation is shown on the right side of figure 4.
Head Gradient
The HUF Package can interpolate hydraulic heads to hydrogeologic units (Anderman and Hill, 2000, p. 10) . However, these heads cannot be used to calculate flows in hydrogeologic units. This is because the interpolated heads produce composite layer flows that in general do not match the model-layer flows calculated by MODFLOW. Table 2 and the model cells shown in figure 5 are used to illustrate the problem. Table 2a shows that the heads vertically interpolated to the hydrogeologic units produce flows that sum over model layers to values that differ from the flows simulated by MODFLOW in the model layers. The result is that the cell water budget is not balanced using hydrogeologic-unit flows calculated with interpolated head gradients. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  11  12  13  14 
HUF Imposes Model Grid
Program Changes to the Ground-Water Flow Process
Modifications to the Ground-Water Flow Process of MODFLOW-2000 were necessary to print flows for hydrogeologic units. Specifically, subroutine GWF1HUF2OT was modified to calculate and print flows for hydrogeologic units by calling a new subroutine, SGWF1HUF2FLOT.
THE HYDRAULIC-CONDUCTIVITY DEPTH-DEPENDENCE (KDEP) CAPABILITY
Hydraulic conductivity can decline systematically with depth (Taylor and others, 2001; Whittemore and others, 1993) . While the best function to use is not always clear, exponential decay is commonly assumed, and is used in this report.
The capability of the HUF Package presented here allows a depth-dependence parameter type, KDEP, that controls the exponential decay of horizontal hydraulic conductivity of hydrogeologic units with depth. This capability allows sensitivities to be calculated and optimal parameter values to be estimated. The use of a depth-dependence parameter also affects the vertical hydraulic conductance when VANI parameters are used. The reference surface from which depth is measured can be defined as the TOP array in the discretization input file (Harbaugh and others, 2000, p. 45) or as a separate array defined in an input file with other depthdependence parameter related input.
This section defines the exponential depth-dependence function used to modify hydraulic conductivity with depth and discusses depth-dependence parameters and sensitivities calculated for the depth-dependence parameters. Except for the definition of depth decay, the discussion here is conceptual; the relevant equations are presented in Appendix B.
Definition of Exponential Depth Dependence
With exponential decay, hydraulic conductivity decreases with depth using the following function: . Decline with depth of hydraulic conductivity relative to the reference-surface hydraulic conductivity for several depth-dependence coefficient values. Units, such as per meter or per foot, are not listed for the depth-dependence coefficient because the only requirement is that the unit be the inverse of the unit of depth.
Depth-Dependence Parameters
Determining the value of the depth-dependence coefficient directly from hydraulicconductivity data can be difficult because in most situations such data are scarce, depth decay is obscured by variability caused by other factors, and measurement error is substantial. Often measured hydraulic heads, flows, and concentrations provide the most definitive information concerning depth decay. Using these measurements to determine the depth-dependence coefficient requires that the coefficient be defined using parameters in MODFLOW-2000.
Zone and multiplication arrays (Harbaugh and others, 2000, p. 14-16) can be used in conjunction with the depth-dependence parameters to define spatial variation of the depthdependence coefficients. Using zone arrays, the depth-dependence coefficient can, for example, be defined to equal different parameters in different hydrogeologic units or different regions of one or more hydrogeologic units. Using multiplication arrays, expected spatial variations in the depth-dependence coefficient can be represented. For example, changes in compressibility indicated by geologic data can be used to indicate spatial variations in the depth-dependence coefficient, and this information can be used to define a multiplication array.
Like most parameters in MODFLOW-2000, depth-dependence parameters are additive, as described by Harbaugh and others (2000, p. 16-19) . Thus, parameters can be used to represent the depth-dependence coefficient with interpolation methods such as kriging. Kriging can be accomplished by defining a parameter at each of the kriging points and assigning to each parameter a multiplication array. The multiplication array would be obtained by kriging the points of interest with a value of 1.0 assigned to the location associated with this parameter, and a value of 0.0 assigned to all other kriging points.
An issue of concern is that the uncertainty in the specification of the zone and multiplication arrays and of any interpolation scheme used is not fully reflected in uncertainty measures based only on the parameter variance-covariance matrix. This is discussed by Hill (1998).
Modified Input Instructions
The depth-dependence parameter capability requires that the keyword 'KDEP' be specified in the MODFLOW-2000 Name file (Harbaugh and others, 2000, p. 7) and that a new input file be constructed. The new input is described in Appendix B.
Program Changes
The program changes required for the hydraulic-conductivity depth-dependence capability are presented in Appendix B.
Simulation Example
The depth-dependence parameter is demonstrated using the synthetic problem presented 
Input File
FOR EACH SIMULATION 0.
[#Text] Item 0 is optional --"#" must be in column 1. Item 0 can be repeated multiple times.
LAYWT(NLAY) 4.
[WETFCT IWETIT IHDWET] (Include Item 4 only if LAYWT indicates at least one wettable layer.) 5.
[WETDRY(NCOL,NROW)] Repeat Item 5 for each layer for which LAYWET is not 0. Arrays are read by the array-reading utility module, U2DREL. 6. HGUNAM 7.
TOP(NCOL,NROW) 8.
THCK(NCOL,NROW) Repeat Items 6-8 for each hydrogeologic unit to be defined (that is, NHUF times). 9. HGUNAM HGUHANI HGUVANI Repeat Item 9 for each hydrogeologic unit. If HGUNAM is set to "ALL", HGUHANI and HGUVANI define values for all hydrogeologic units, and only one Item 9 is necessary. Otherwise, HGUNAM must correspond to one of the names defined in Item 6, and there must be NHUF repetitions of Item 9. The repetitions can be in any order.
10. PARNAM PARTYP Parval NCLU 11. HGUNAM Mltarr Zonarr IZ Each Item 11 record is called a parameter cluster. Repeat Item 11 NCLU times. Repeat Items 10-11 for each parameter to be defined (that is, NPHUF times).
12.
[PRINT HGUNAM PRINTCODE PRINTFLAGS] Item 12 is optional and is included only for hydrogeologic units for which printing is desired. Item 12 must start with the word PRINT. If HGUNAM is set to ALL, PRINTCODE and PRINTFLAGS are set for all hydrogeologic units, and only one Item 12 is necessary. Otherwise, HGUNAM must correspond to one of the names defined in Item 6.
Explanation of Variables Read by the Hydrogeologic-Unit Flow Package
Text -is a character variable (199 characters) that starts in column 2. Any characters can be included in Text. The "#" character must be in column 1. Text is printed when the file is read.
IHUFCB -is a flag and a unit number.
> 0 -the unit number to which cell-by-cell flow terms will be written when "SAVE BUDGET" or a non-zero value for ICBCFL is specified in Output Control (Harbaugh and others, 2000, p. 55) . The terms that are saved are storage, constant-head flow, and flow between adjacent cells. 0 -cell-by-cell flow terms will not be written.
< 0 -cell-by-cell flow for constant-head cells will be written in the listing file when "SAVE BUDGET" or a non-zero value for ICBCFL is specified in Output Control.
Cell-by-cell flow to storage and between adjacent cells will not be written to any file.
HDRY -is the head that is assigned to cells that are converted to dry during a simulation.
Although this value plays no role in the model calculations, it is useful as an indicator when looking at the resulting heads that are output from the model. HDRY is thus similar to HNOFLO in the Basic Package, which is the value assigned to cells that are no-flow cells at the start of a model simulation.
NHUF -is the number of hydrogeologic units defined using the HUF package.
NPHUF -is the number of HUF parameters.
IOHUFHEADS -is a flag and a unit number. 0 -interpolated heads will not be written.
> 0 -calculated heads will be interpolated and written on unit IOHUFHEADS for each hydrogeologic unit using the format defined in the output-control file.
IOHUFFLOWS -is a flag and a unit number. 0 -interpolated flows will not be written.
> 0 -calculated cell-by-cell flows will be interpolated and written on unit IOHUFFLOWS for each hydrogeologic unit using the format defined in the outputcontrol file.
LTHUF -is a flag specifying the layer type. Read one value for each layer; each element holds the code for the respective layer. There is a limit of 200 layers. Use as many records as needed to enter a value for each layer. 0 -indicates a confined layer. not 0 -indicates a convertible layer.
LAYWT -is a flag that indicates if wetting is active. Read one value per layer. 0 -indicates wetting is inactive. 1 -indicates wetting is active.
WETFCT -is a factor that is included in the calculation of the head that is initially established at a cell when the cell is converted from dry to wet. (See IHDWET.)
IWETIT -is the iteration interval for attempting to wet cells. Wetting is attempted every IWETIT iterations. If using the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) solver (Hill, 1990) , this applies to outer iterations, not inner iterations. If IWETIT is 0, it is changed to 1.
IHDWET -is a flag that determines which equation is used to define the initial head at cells that HGUNAM -is the name of the hydrogeologic unit. This name can consist of up to 10 characters and is not case sensitive.
TOP -is the elevation of the top of the hydrogeologic unit.
THCK -is the thickness of the hydrogeologic unit.
HGUHANI -is a flag and a horizontal anisotropy value for a hydrogeologic unit. Horizontal anisotropy is the ratio of hydraulic conductivity along columns to hydraulic conductivity along rows. Read one value for each hydrogeologic unit unless HGUNAM is set to ALL.
0 -indicates that horizontal anisotropy will be defined using a HANI parameter.
> 0 -HGUHANI is the horizontal anisotropy of the entire hydrogeologic unit. Value is ignored if a HANI parameter is defined for the corresponding hydrogeologic unit.
HGUVANI -is a flag that indicates whether array VK is vertical hydraulic conductivity or the ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity. Read only one value for each hydrogeologic unit unless HGUNAM is set to ALL.
0 -indicates VK is vertical hydraulic conductivity (VK parameter must be used).
> 0 -indicates VK is the ratio of horizontal to vertical hydraulic conductivity and HGUVANI is the vertical anisotropy of the entire hydrogeologic unit. Value is ignored if a VANI parameter is defined for the corresponding hydrogeologic unit.
PARNAM -is the name of a parameter to be defined. This name can consist of up to 10 characters and is not case sensitive.
PARTYP -is the type of parameter to be defined. For the HUF Package, the allowed parameter types are:
HK -defines variable HK, horizontal hydraulic conductivity.
HANI -defines variable HANI, horizontal anisotropy.
VK -defines variable VK, vertical hydraulic conductivity, for units for which HGUVANI is set to zero.
VANI -defines variable VANI, vertical anisotropy, for units for which HGUVANI is set greater than zero.
SS -defines variable Ss, the specific storage.
SY -defines variable Sy, the specific yield.
SYTP -when all model layers are confined, defines the storage coefficient for the top active cell at each row, column location. The value specified is not multiplied by model layer thickness. When SYTP is specified as the parameter type, HGUNAM of item 11 needs to be set to SYTP.
Parval -is the initial value of the parameter; however, this value can be replaced by a value specified in the Sensitivity Process input file.
NCLU -is the number of clusters required to define the parameter. Each Item-11 record is a cluster (variables HGUNAM, Mltarr, Zonarr, and IZ).
HGUNAM -is the hydrogeologic unit to which the parameter applies. When PARTYP = SYTP, HGUNAM must be set to SYTP.
Mltarr -is the name of the multiplier array to be used to define array values that are associated with a parameter. The name "NONE" means that there is no multiplier array, and the array values will be set equal to Parval.
Zonarr -is the name of the zone array to be used to define array elements that are associated with a parameter. The name "ALL" means that there is no zone array and that all elements in the hydrogeologic unit are part of the parameter.
IZ -is up to 10 zone numbers (separated by spaces) that define the array elements that are associated with a parameter. The first zero or non-numeric value terminates the list. These values are not used if Zonarr is specified as "ALL".
PRINTCODE -determines the format for printing the values of the hydraulic-property arrays for the hydrogeologic unit as defined by parameters. The print codes are the same as those used in an array control record (Harbaugh and others, 2000, p. 87) .
PRINTFLAGS -determines the hydraulic-property arrays to be printed and must be set to "ALL" or any of the following: "HK", "HANI", "VK", "SS", or "SY". Arrays will be printed only for those properties that are listed. When VK is specified, the property printed depends on the setting of HGUVANI.
APPENDIX B: INPUT INSTRUCTIONS, OUTPUT, AND PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION OF THE HYDRAULIC-CONDUCTIVITY DEPTH-DEPENDENCE (KDEP) CAPABILITY
The depth-dependence capability is a modification to the existing HUF Package . This section describes the new input file needed with the depthdependence capability and the changes in the HUF Package output files resulting from using the depth-dependence capability. There are no changes in the HUF Package output files if the depthdependence capability is not used.
Depth-Dependence Capability Input Instructions
Input for the Hydraulic-Conductivity Depth-Dependence capability is read from the file that has type "KDEP" in the Name file. Free format is used for reading all values.
FOR EACH SIMULATION
0.
[#Text] Item 0 is optional --"#" must be in column 1. Item 0 can be repeated multiple times. 1. NPKDEP IFKDEP 2.
RS(NCOL,NROW) Include Item 2 only if IFKDEP is greater than 0. Item 2 is read using the array-reading utility module U2DREL (Harbaugh and others, 2000, p. 86-88 
Explanation of Variables Read by the Depth-Dependence Capability
Text -is a character variable (up to 199 characters) that starts in column 2. Any characters can be included in Text. The "#" character must be in column 1. Text is printed when the file is read.
NPKDEP -is the number of depth-dependence parameters.
IFKDEP -is a flag indicating the source of the array specifying reference-surface elevation.
0 -the TOP array specified in the Discretization Package Input File will be used.
> 0 -an array will be specified in Item 2.
RS -is the elevation of the reference surface to be used to calculate the depth. PARNAM -is the name of a depth-dependence parameter to be defined. This name can consist of up to 10 characters and is not case sensitive.
PARTYP -is the type of parameter to be defined. For the depth-dependence capability, the only allowed parameter type is:
KDEP -defines the depth-dependence coefficient used to modify horizontal hydraulic conductivity with depth for the hydrogeologic unit(s) specified in Item 4. NOTE: horizontal hydraulic conductivity is only modified for cells in units defined by depthdependence parameters and not for other cells, so depth-dependence parameters do not need to be specified for the entire model.
Parval -is the initial value of the parameter; however, this value can be replaced by a value specified in the Sensitivity Process input file, or by a value generated by the ParameterEstimation Process.
NCLU -is the number of clusters required to define the parameter. Each Item-4 record is a cluster (variables HGUNAM, Mltarr, Zonarr, and IZ).
HGUNAM -is the hydrogeologic unit to which the parameter applies.
Zonarr -is the name of the zone array to be used to define array elements that are associated with a parameter. The name "ALL" means that there is no zone array and that all elements in the layer are part of the parameter.
Example Depth-Dependence Capability Input File
The following lines of data illustrate the definition of the depth-dependence type parameter for the three-dimensional simulation presented in the text. In this definition, the parameter value of 0.001 is applied to all zones in each hydrogeologic unit. 
